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EDITORIAL

WE “CARIBBEZE” ARE ALREADY “DIASPOREZE
– SO LET US GO TO “POSSIBILEZE”
By Robert W. Dillon

F

orgive me! But I always put a religio-

few in post slavery generations know exactly from

spiritual spin on every serious thought or

which part or parts of vast Africa their ancestors

consideration with which I become engaged. You see,

came.

I truly believe in the saying “All things are related!”
So when I think on the Diaspora topic, my mind
immediately connects to the history of the Jews: how
they endured repeated cycles of Exile-and-Return.
They have even come to the modern tradition of
their extended overseas relatives making trips back
to Irsael.

I am also aware that other ethnic groups do like-wise

For many others, the Caribbean space of islands
and part of the Central and South American
Continents is really their Old Country! And this, for

me, is the glorious truth of Diaspora: those who
leave never return with their social schema
unaffected!

Remember, in the Caribbean, the Ganges River

and so there is a geat tourism thrust which has grown

met the Nile – according to our calypsonian David

up around new generations whenever they are

Rudder, but he could well have said and included

urged, cajoled or advised to go back to the “Old

the Chinese Yellow River! In truth, the Caribbean is

Country”.

indeed a Diaspora of Nations and therefore North
America can study and benefit from those calling

Now I come to the substantive issue at hand of the

themselves by their island names or “Caribenos”,

Caribbean Diaspora in North America. For so many,

to add a bit of the Spanish touch to the melting

the Caribbean has been seen as an “in between port”

pot!

of people coming from the Old Country, Africa, via
the intensely negative historical event of Slavery and

8

Caribbean history, like all else, is replete with the

truth of ethnic inter breeding! The Europeans,
inspite of their prudery in proclaiming religious
moral platitudes, were like “pure race” others,
“capulators” in the wherever – they were Caribbean!

Country Caribbean. They can, like the Europeans
in sugar and cocoa, the IMF and other
international “Venture Capital Institutions” put
down buckets of entrepreneurship, politics, and
so forth to create a New - Old Country

I learned that they even “modeled” robust child-

paradigm!

bearing so as to encourage, among the slaves

themselves, the production of new human capital for
the plantations!

What a glorious possibility! Let us encourage
them here by creating the welcoming
framework for them to come and thrive. Let us

We are painfully aware that in the course of history

do for them what we have done and continue to

cataclysmic events influence and accelerate what

do for European, American, Latin American and

happens to smaller units. So the Abolition of Slavery,

Asian mainstream investors.

World Wars I and II, hurricanes such as Flora and

Gilbert drove “Diasporans” from the Caribbean to

Yeah! Let us Diasporize!

Europe and North America. There they have been
living, evolving, influencing the development of the
places where they are. In addition, a new brand of
Caribbean export has been the young student –
athletes going off to University in droves with less
than acceptable numbers returning to their home
and islands - mainland Central and South America
not excluded.

They form a rich socio-economic motherhood of an
interesting human capital for tapping into. Indeed,
by mere numbers and certainly through access to
better opportunities they can – especially in “special
interest groups – claim rights to the physical,

financial, business and social landscape of our Old

9

If you are one who
struggles to write persuasive
compositions, you are not alone.
Persuasively writing is the
most challenging genre for most
learners because it requires
much more from them than
simply restating researched
information. Persuasive writing
requires authors to take a
position on an issue, then
gather and synthesize
information before presenting it
in a structure that influences
readers’ opinions.
This Resource will make
the process of learning how to
write persuasively much easier
for learners of all ages. YOUR
WRITING GRADES WILL SOAR,
because it rationalizes the need
for writing persuasively in our
complex society. It teaches
readers about the intricacies of
a thesis statement as well as the
anatomy of a persuasive essay.

Purchase your
Downloadable
copy today @

On amazon.com
Hardcopy available soon
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(NCAHM)

T

he Tobago Voice magazine has dedicated itself to
covering topics which are global in stature. Topics
which can inclusively span Continents as huge as

Africa and islands as small as Tobago. In its September 2016,
(www.tobagovoice.com), this magazine points out that since

2006, the month of June has been proclaimed by the President

June was proclaimed NCAHM in 2006 by
President George Bush and it has been so
proclaimed annually ever since. In conjunction
with this, celebrations include annual visits to
The White House by members of the Caribbean
Diaspora.

of the United States as National Caribbean-American Heritage
Month (NCAHM). The role of the Institute for Caribbean

NCAHM celebrations have been growing since

Studies in having this recognition for the Caribbean Diaspora

2006, and Caribbean organizations around the

in the USA is highlighted.

USA have been planning in anticipation of 2017
celebrations. The text of President Trump’s

US legislation with specific significance to the Caribbean is

NCAHM proclamation for 2017, follows.

recognized as an integral part of this event . The September
2016 issue if this magazine points to H.R. 4939, United States –
Caribbean Strategic Engagement Act of 2016, whose stated
objective is “To increase engagement with the governments of
the Caribbean region, the Caribbean Diaspora communities in
the United States, and the private sector and civil society in
both the United States and the Caribbean, and for other
purposes.”
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A PROCLAMATION
National Caribbean-American Heritage Month is a celebration of the accomplishments of Caribbean
Americans and our long, shared history with the peoples of the Caribbean. We are grateful for the culture
Caribbean Americans have shared with our Nation and the many contributions they have made to our
society.
Throughout our history, Caribbean Americans have helped create and maintain the strength and
independence of our Nation. Alexander Hamilton, who came from poverty in Nevis, was a key contributor to
our Constitution and the first Secretary of the Treasury, helping to establish our modern financial system and
to create the United States Coast Guard.
Every day, Caribbean Americans help make America more prosperous and secure. Our Nation is particularly
grateful to the many Caribbean Americans who have served and are currently serving in our Armed Forces,
protecting our Nation, and promoting freedom and peace around the world. Today, more than four million
Caribbean Americans live in the United States and continue to contribute to a vibrant culture that enriches
our Nation.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, DONALD J. TRUMP, President of the United States of America, by virtue of the
authority vested in me by the Constitution and the laws of the United States, do hereby proclaim June 2017
as National Caribbean-American Heritage Month. I encourage all Americans to join in celebrating the history,
culture, and achievements of Caribbean Americans with appropriate ceremonies and activities.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this thirty-first day of May, in the year of our Lord two
thousand seventeen, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and forty first.

DONALD J. TRUMP
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NCAHM ACTIVITIES
2017

S

everal organizations and individuals within the Caribbean
Diaspora have been gearing up for the 2017 NCAHM
celebrations. Many look forward to attending a formal
reception at the White House. The Institute of Caribbean Studies
(ICS) of Washington DC has been playing a frontline role in this

NOMINATIONS ARE OPEN UNTIL MAY 5, 2017 FOR 30 UNDER 30 CHANGEMAKERS FOR CARIBBEAN AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH HONORS IN
WASHINGTON, DC.

Members of Caribbean Diaspora communities are invited to submit nominations of young leaders who are actively engaged in
their community and who have shown outstanding leadership in the fields of Academia, Business Enterprise, Activism or Student/Community Leadership.

2016 NCAHM 30 UNDER 30 AWARD RECIPIENTS (Courtesy ICS)

14

SHOW YOUR CARIBBEAN PRIDE
(courtesy ICS)
The first 30 Under 30 Change
makers Award which took place in
2016, boasted 30 nominees
representing the
majority of Caribbean islands .
Some of the 2016 nominees are
shown above. This group

includes business
owners, champions for farming
initiatives, upcoming leaders in the
fields of arts and culture, and
several other fields.

Honorees and their projects are
profiled on NCAHM social media and
online channels. This year’s
honorees, will attend a ceremony in
Washington DC, on June 23, 2017,
and they will have an opportunity
to win cash and other prizes, valued
at over US$5,000.
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MEET MARISSA WILLIAMS (GEORGIA)...

CO-CHAIR 30 UNDER 30
CARIBBEAN AMERICAN
CHANGEMAKERS

M

arissa is a graduate of Emory

Marissa has served as a board member on

University with an M.B.A. in

WRFG 89.3 F.M and also contributed as an air

International Marketing &

-shifter for the Caribbean Runnings Show.

Global Strategy and also holds a B.B.A from

She currently serves an on air personality for

North Carolina Central University. She has

the Authentic Caribbean Show on Majic

used her marketing & public relations

107.5/97.5 FM with Chubb Rock. This is in

experience to serve in several Caribbean

addition to the numerous activities and

organizations in Georgia including as Youth

events that she actively volunteers her time

Officer for Trinidad & Tobago Association of

for. Marissa's volunteerism feeds her

Georgia Inc, Marketing Consultant for Georgia

dedication to raising the profile of the

Caribbean Culture Inc. (G.C.C.) Inc and

Caribbean community in Georgia and

Atlanta Carnival Bandleaders Council

throughout the United States. She believes

(A.C.B.C.). She has worked for many media

this can be done through a true sense of

houses including as contributing writer to

cultural pride, through unity in the

Caribbean Spice Magazine, Talawah Journals

community and through quality execution of

and is currently Chief Editor for 2B Karibbean

any activity that represents the Caribbean

Productions.

region.
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ARIZONA TAKES THE HIGHROAD WITH NCAHM
Arizona's Caribbean Cultural Association takes a
frontline position in the Movement with a
Proclamation at the State House on activities.
With Arizona being a frontline state in the war on illegal immigration,
Robert Cumberbatch an immigrant from Trinidad and Tobago has
pledged to be the voice of the Caribbean American community in the
state.
A well respected community organizer, Cumberbatch, who is the Co-Founder of the Arizona Caribbean
Cultural Association, and who was among the leaders that pioneered the Phoenix Caribbean style Carnival,
has taken up the challenge to initiate Arizona as the newest member of the alliance of community leaders
determined to ensure commemoration of June as National Caribbean American Heritage Month across in
every major city of the Union.

Robert Cumberbatch

"Once I found out that June was National Caribbean American Heritage Month last year, I decided that I
would take it upon myself to bring a new vision of our role in America to the fore here in Arizona. It is
true that Phoenix is no Atlanta in terms of numbers. Nonetheless, we are here in sufficient numbers to
make our presence known in a Carnival. And if we can play mas, then surely we can play politics which
to my mind is more crucial to our way of life", stated Cumberbatch.

"Our plans for June 5-10th are to set the bar for celebrations in the years to come."
Robert Cumberbatch
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The Seal of Arizona
was adopted in 1912.

Arizona’s House of
Representative Certificate
recognizing National
Caribbean-American
Heritage Month.
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Purchase
The Last of The Colored Boys
By:

Karlyeon
Akka
Order your
copy
On Amazon
today

1 (323) 219-9196
20

Buccoo Bay
with No Man’s Land off in the distance.
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WEBSITE
http://icsdc.org
1629 K Street NW
Suite 300
Washington DC 20005
United States.

Our Vision is an inclusive prosperous, sustainable global Caribbean
Society.
The Institute of Caribbean Studies (ICS) is a community think-action tank
established to promote education, advocacy and action on issues of
importance to Caribbean Americans, and to promote improved dialogue,
trade and other relations between the United States of America and the
Caribbean. To that end, ICS has led the movement to commemorate June
as National Caribbean American Heritage Month.
ICS provides a forum for the private sector, the NGO community,
academia and others interested in promoting a dialog and action on
Caribbean issues.
Activities include: seminars, workshops, discussion forums, conferences,
and information dissemination through newsletters, occasional papers,
etc..
Areas of interest: Economic Development and Trade; Education and
Health; Science and Technology; Sociology and Culture.
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FROM THE ICS NEWSLETTER
FEATURING CARIBBEAN HEROES
(reprinted Courtesy ICS)

ALEXANDER HAMILTON (Jan. 11, 1755 or 1757 – July 12, 1804)

A

lexander Hamilton was one of the founding fathers of the
United States. He was born in Charlestown, Nevis.

Hamilton was the first Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States and is credited with establishing the federal principles of
the country's national government.
Hamilton was abandoned by his father and orphaned as a child
after the death of his mother. In later years, due to his intellect, he was sponsored by
a group of wealthy men to study in New York City. He studied at what is now
Columbia University and later served in the military, eventually becoming an aid to
George Washington.
After the American Revolution, he worked as a lawyer in New York City. Hamilton
joined the Continental Congress and was a New York Delegate to the Constitutional
Convention in Philadelphia where he pushed to replace the flawed Articles of
Confederation with a constitution based on a strong central government. He was the
architect and main author of the Federalist Papers, 85 articles published in
newspapers to convince the states to ratify the Constitution of the United States.
Alexander Hamilton is the face of the $10 bill.
Sources: Biography.com, Wikipedia
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SIR GARFIELD SOBERS
His catching close to the wicket may have been
equaled but never surpassed, and he was a
brilliant fielder anywhere. He was an
enterprising captain - at times maybe too
enterprising, as when a generous declaration
allowed England to win a decisive match at Port
-of-Spain.
Born with an extra finger on each hand
(removed at birth), Sobers excelled at most

A

athletic activities, playing golf, soccer and
cricketing genius, Garry Sobers

excelled at all aspects of the game, and few
would argue his claim as the finest allround
player in modern cricket. His exceptional
Test batting average tells little about the
manner in which he made the runs, his

bastketball for Barbados, and made his first
class debut at the age of 16, appearing in Tests a
year later. He was played initially mostly as a
bowler, but four years later set the Test record
for an individual batsman with a mammoth 365
against Pakistan.

elegant yet powerful style marked by all the

His achievements are numerous - including the

shots, but memorably his off-side play.

six consecutive sixes hit off an over from the
unfortunate Malcolm Nash, a superb innings of
254 for the Rest of the World against Australia

As a batsman he was great, as a bowler,
merely superb, but would have made the

in 1971 that earned the praise of Don Bradman,
and much more.

West Indies side as a bowler alone. He was
remarkably versatile with the ball, bowling
two styles of spin - left-arm orthodox and

Like many West Indians, he plied his trade

wrist spin, but was also a fine fast-medium

abroad, playing for Nottinghamshire, and South

opening bowler.

Australia. He was knighted for his services to
cricket in 1975.
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Ronald Headley is the son of the famous

When Ron retired from the game of

cricketer George Headley who also played

cricket he began coaching to bring

for the West Indies in the 1930's. The

other young men to the sport. He has

Headley family has built a school in Georges

a son named Dean Headley who has

honor named 'The George Headley Primary

also followed in the steps of his

School' located in St. Andrew, Jamaica. Most

famous father and grandfather. Ron

of his career in England, Ron Headley played

played for Worcestershire from 1958

for the Worcestershire from 1958 - 1974.

to 1974, Jamaica from 1965 to 1974,
and Derbyshire from 1975 to 1976.

In 1971 Ron scored 1987 and 108 against
Northampton shire where he became the
Worcestershire player to score a century in
both innings of a first-class match since.
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Leading the Charge in
Climate Control
Vulnerability; the IPCC 2008 Technical Report on

Climate Change and Water and on Synthesis and
Dr. Roger S. Pulwarty is a scientist from Trinidad
and Tobago and contributed to the work of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). He is the Director of the US National
Integrated Drought Information System at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) in Boulder, Colorado.

Dr. Pulwarty earned a B.S. degree (Hons.) in
Atmospheric Sciences from York University in
Toronto in 1986 and a Ph.D. in Climatology from
the University of Boulder at Colorado in 1994,
where he worked under Professors Roger Barry
and Herbert Riehl. His research and publications
are on climate, climate impacts and adaptation
policy in Western North America, Latin America
and the Caribbean. From 1998-2002 he was the
program director for the NOAA Regional
Integrated Sciences and Assessments. He is
Professor Adjunct at the University of Colorado at
Boulder and the University of the West Indies.

Assessments Reports of the US Global Change Research
Program. The IPCC is an intergovernmental body
mandated by the UN to study the origins and effects of
climate change on society and ecosystems.

Dr. Pulwarty has served on Committees of the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences, and has provided

testimonies before the U.S. Congress on climate, water
resources and adaptation.He acts in advisory roles on
climate, natural resources, and disaster management to
several U.S. and international interests including the
Western Governors Association, the Department of the
Interior, the governments of CARICOM (the Caribbean
Economic Community), the Organization of American
States, the UNDP, UNEP and the World Bank.

He is a co-recipient of NOAA awards, Department of
Commerce Gold and Silver Medals for integrating
scientific research into decision-making, and the Gold
Medal for Excellence in Applied Science and
Technology from the Government of Trinidad and
Tobago. Source:wikipedia.org

He is a lead author on Chapter 17 of the 2007 IPCC
Working Group II on Impacts, Adaptation and
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NATIONAL CARIBBEAN-AMERICAN HERITAGE
MONTH
NCAHM 2017 EVENTS

30

SUNDAY, JUNE 18th
1:00 pm - 9:00 pm

DC JERK FESTIVAL
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21st
8:30am - 12:00 pm

HR 4939 & CARIBBEAN 2030: SECURING DEVELOPMENT
@ Senate Dirksen Building
Noon - 2:00pm
LUNCH (By Invitation/Fee)
2:00pm - 5:30 pm

CARIBBEAN 2030: SECURING DEVELOPMENT
@ Inter-American Development Bank

THURSDAY, JUNE 22nd
8:30 am - 4:30 pm

LEGISLATIVE FORUM ON CAPITOL HILL - RAYBURN HOB
@ Office of Congresswoman Barbara Lee & Yvette Clarke

FRIDAY, JUNE 23rd

8:30 am - 10:00 am

30 UNDER 30 CARIBBEAN AMERICAN CHANGEMAKERS
AWARDS
10:00 am-12:00 pm

IGNITE CARIBBEAN: YOUTH FORUM ON THE FUTURE

30

31

32

33

34

36
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BOOK REVIEW
WHAT MEAN THESE STONES –
CHRISTIANITY AND EDUCATION IN TOBAGO, 1808 – 1872
by Dr. Susan Craig-James
A Review by Mervyn J. O’Neil

T

his review can start with a long
list of truisms such as “A people

without knowledge of themselves are like
trees without roots”. This review can point
to the powerful African philosophy that is
rooted in Sankofa. And, it can list the
tremendous and essential values of History,
Religion and Education in the forward

march of any civilization. In essence, this
remarkable volume, What Mean These
Stones? by Dr. Susan Craig-James fits all of
these and more in terms of what it does and
can do for Tobago as a society and as an
island community.
This research on Religion and Education in the 19th and early 20th centuries in Tobago is thorough.
It provides enough for the conscientious to grab onto and run forward with - hopefully to arrive at
valid conclusions on who, what and where this island and its people were and are today.

Tobago has long proudly proclaimed the value which it places in education, and it has long
demonstrated its strong leanings towards religiosity. To this point, as many as 18 churches can be
counted between Carnbee and Canaan in Tobago, an area which spans a mere twelve or so square

37

miles; and these 18 churches do not include
many homes and other informal places
dispersed throughout which function as
places of worship.

In this book, What Mean These Stones? Dr.
Craig-James provides justification for the
correlation among a wide varied of religions,
denominational schools and the people of
Tobago. One is hard-pressed to find any
form of education on Tobago which is not

Stones at the entryway to the Montgomery Moravian
Church Cemetery at Bethel, Tobago

related in some way to a religious body.

Gravestones at the Montgomery Moravian Cemetery telling tales about mid-19th Century Tobago.
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The part played by the St. Andrew’s Anglican

Church and St. Andrew’s Heritage Trust in
commissioning this book cannot be overlooked. They,
and all associated with this work, have contributed
tremendously to placing Tobago on a road where it
needs to belong as a society and as an island
community. It provides a sizeable part of the necessary
grounding which this island needs as it makes its way

gratitude, this book connects me with Norman

McNeil (1821-1897), my great, great, grandfather on my mother’s (Doris McNeil), side.
This book points out that Norman McNeil,
who was born into slavery on Tobago, became
a great contributor to the survival and
development of the island’s post-emancipation
society.

into the future.

Through this book, Tobago has been provided
sound material through which a more critical view of
education and religion can take place. Dr. Craig-James
has given Tobago the “meat” from which a soul to its
religio-educational character can be understood and so
hopefully contribute to the shaping of a way between
what is fact and what is fantasy. What Mean These
Stones?, can help Tobago separate essence from “fluff”

in designing and applying religion and education in
ways which uplift and advance the island as a society –
Sankofa in action!

Property adjoining the Montgomery Moravian
Church and Cemetery, Bethel.

History that is relevant must be written by the
indigenous! Eric Williams’ kerfufflement (disgust) over

The relentless pursuit and documentation of

British Historians and the Caribbean is clear. In line

facts about Tobago presented by Dr. Craig-

with this, Dr. Craig-James has done here and is

James in this book and elsewhere are no small

producing for Tobago works very much on par with

feats and they are no small contribution. She

what Lowell Ragatz has done for the region by leaving
an excellent roadmap for the studying Caribbean
History. What Mean These Stones? is a major
milestone for the people Tobago.
Though What Means These Stones? focuses on
the genesis and place of religion and education in
Tobago, it does much more than this. For one thing, it
provides a genealogical framework for many

Tobagonians. To this end and with profound personal

has painstakingly followed slender and even
disconnected leads to divulge important facts
about this island. It is now left for the people
of Tobago to understand and apply her work.
What Mean These Stones? provides a very
resourceful anchor for the inhabitants of
Tobago.
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ELEVEN TESTING YEARS –
DISSONANCE AND DISCIPLINE
By Dr. Reginald Dumas
A REVIEW BY MERVYN J. O’NEIL

This book, Eleven Testing Years: Dissonance and

Discipline by Dr. Reginald Dumas, provides deep
insight into the politics of post-Independent Africa
and the Caribbean. It provides first-hand accounts
and views of politics in Africa and the Caribbean,
and it touches on the story of Blacks in America
during and since the tumultuous 1960s.

Though modestly claiming to bracket the elevenyear period between 1965 and 1976, this book
points to subsequent and related events so well
that there is little left for the imagination,
especially among serious students of Africa and
the Caribbean on the period from the 1960s to the
present. Students of Africa and the Caribbean will
find a wonderful framework from which to put
this period into proper perspective.

before the League of Nations in 1936, remains a
major rallying cry for the oppressed of the

Dr. Dumas skillfully applies his stay and
experiences in Ethiopia as a Trinidad and Tobago
emissary to say more and to provide more than his
diplomatic engagements and experiences. His
account on Haile Selassie - “God” of the
Rastafarian Movement - separates some myths
from truth. It points to intrigue associated with

Haile Selassie’s rein. So far, Selassie’s address

Third World. In many instances, this address
stands out as the total education for the average
person on this Emperor and Ethiopia. In Eleven
Testing Years: Dissonance and Discipline, Dr.
Dumas provides an outline which anyone who
wants to look more seriously at Haile Selassie
and Ethiopia will find very helpful. There are
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even pointers for those who want to connect

ancient history with contemporary Ethiopia.
In this book, Dr. Dumas points to the views of
Sékou Touré of Guinea on the diaspora topic.
Importantly, this book provides useful eyeopeners

He records some of Touré’s words on this

for those who may still be in a quandary over the

topic thus, “It would be a grave error for those

many failures associated with the Caribbean and

who judge Pan Africanism from outside, and

Africa since Independence. Eleven Testing Years:

a tragic mistake for those involved in it, to

Dissonance and Discipline covers a period of much

come to think that it is some sort of pluri-

“sound and fury” over Garveyism, Pan-Africanism

continental Pan-Negroism having a totemic

and Socialism in Africa, behind which The African

ancestor as a point of reference, a kind of

Diaspora has been a major force.

racism based on a so-called BLACK
NATION”.

The Caribbean-American Diaspora in the USA
being the major topic of this issue of The Tobago

Dr. Dumas notes, “He (Touré) was getting at

Voice magazine, Eleven Testing Years: Dissonance

Senghor and Negritude, but his words and

and Discipline is opportune - and the opportunity

sentiments were applicable also to those he

is grasped - to highlight Dr. Dumas’ profound,

was dismissing as misguided diaspora

even brutal and brutally honest discourse on The

blacks”.

Africa Diaspora topic, some excerpts of which
follow.
The diaspora topic is tied up in Garvey’s Back
to Africa; it is tied up in Pan-Africanism; it is
During his June 13, 2017, launching of Eleven

tied up in Socialism in Africa; and it is tied up

Testing Years: Dissonance and Discipline, at the

in the post-Independence Africa and

Scarborough branch of the Tobago Public Library,

Caribbean topic. Though these topics are

Dr. Dumas pointed out that there exists great

specific each unto itself, they are also heavily

“disconnect” between Trinidad and Tobago

interrelated and soundly tied together by a

Missions abroad and their governments at home.

diasporic glue. Dr. Dumas makes this point by

According to him, in many instances these Missions

pointing to the poem, Song of Ocol by the

try to represent their government as best they could

Ugandan poet Okot p’Bitek, (page 225) saying,

but are often shooting “in the dark”. If at this

“We in the Caribbean may wish to ask

highest level there is disconnect, what then does

ourselves whether, more than forty years after

this mean for loosely bounded and bonded

the poem, and in the second decade of the 21st

diasporic groups and individuals -

century, it is not relevant as well”.

“Trinbagonians” in the USA included?
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On the Sixth Pan-African Congress (Dar-es-Salaam 1974)
Dr. Dumas writes, “It was the young African-Americans
and Canadians for whom I felt great sympathy. They had
pushed for the Congress, and in one of their position
papers had said that they had “Come home to Africa to
join with our Brothers and Sisters on the Continent to
transform the world by continuing to ensure an effective
Pan-African presence wherever Africans are”.
Sekou Toure of Guinea
He notes, “Like so many in the African-origin diaspora,
they saw themselves as Africans”. He concludes, “The
words of the General Declaration drove the final nail into
the coffin of African-North American hopes and
expectations. Taking its cue from Touré and others
(including Nyerere, who opened the Congress), the
Declaration said brutally: “It is necessary to be realistic
and abandon the utopian idea of returning to promised
lands because the only promised land is where men are
making a revolution and building a new society”. Forget
your race fixation diaspora blacks were being told. Forget
Marcus Garvey and the Back to Africa philosophy.

Leopold Senghor of Senegal

Forget your fantasy of “coming home to Africa” to join
with anyone black “to transform the world”. Deal with

In total, Eleven Testing Years: Dissonance

your problems; we will deal with ours. Yes, we can –

and Discipline, tells us and even warns us

could – work together against the forces of reaction, but

that things, especially those dealing with

within the framework of class struggle. That is all”.

politics, are not as simple as they may
seem. Dr. Dumas warns and even tries to
persuade us that there is dire need for

Placing emphasis on the diaspora topic in this review

critical thinking regarding this period of

helps to highlight how this book deals with this and

Caribbean and African History.

other topics which are pertinent to post-Independent
Africa and the Caribbean. Though a relatively small
book, it covers huge and important topics!
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PRIME MINISTER ROWLEY REFERENCES THE T&T DIASPORA

T

he Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, Dr. Keith Rowley stated in his inaugural address to the
nation that the nation’s Diaspora would be integral to the nation’s way forward. Members of the

Trinidad and Tobago Diaspora in North America heard this and began making some moves but are yet to
receive any serious follow up beyond this announcement. This is neither an easy matter nor an overnight
matter. This fact is made clear by Dr. Reginald Dumas’ in his recently published book: Eleven Testing
Years – Dissonance and Discipline.

The state of Trinidad and Tobago’s economy which has been under pressure prior to his election and
which continues is interpreted as a driving force behind the Prime Minister’s mention of the Diaspora so
early in his Prime Minsterial remarks. The nation’s stakes in oil and gas are forecasted not to improve
appreciably in the short run, if at all. This and similar truths are not lost on the Diaspora. The
propositions are where do we go from here and how do we get there.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO’S DIASPORA MEETS
WITH ITS AMBASSADOR TO WASHINGTON D.C.
Excerpts from a Report by Renwick G. James

M

embers of the Trinidad and
Tobago Diaspora in the
WashingtonDC area attended a

meeting with the nations ambassador to
Washington, His Excellency Brigidaire Anthony
Phillips-Spencer. The point was made to the
ambassador that they were responding to the call
of the Prime Minister, Dr. Keith Rowley, for
engagement of the Diaspora and that they are
ready and willing to contribute to the
development of Trinidad and Tobago. They
pointed out that based on experience, the
Diasporas are not readily welcomed, accepted or
assimilated into the workforce as nationals
because of the ingroup/outgroup dynamics and
apparent turf protection.

Ambassador Anthony Phillips-Spencer flanked by Mrs. Hyacinth
James (l) and Mr. Renwick James (r).

To overcome this hurdle and gain ease of
entry, it is necessary to have a willing

decision makers and breaking through traditional
barriers.

sponsor introduce the Diasporas to the ingroup. One purpose of this meeting with the
ambassador was to determine if His

It is emphasized that the diasporas have the

Excellency could work with the Diasporas

technical competence or access thereto for

and become such a sponsor, thus providing

working with the Government of Trinidad and

credibility and legitimacy in reaching key

Tobago in marketing the country as a tourism

destination in North America.
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As a means of positioning itself for such
undertaking, the Diasporas have maintained
contacts with the Ministry of Tourism and are
informed that the Strategic Marketing Plan for
Trinidad and Tobago was still in its formative
stage. Also, contacts were made with the former
Secretary of Tourism in Tobago. The Diasporas
have copies of The Constitution (Amendment)
Bill on Tobago Self -Government Bill, 2016 and
the fiscal 2016 Budget Statement which included
the projected plans to support the tourism
sector in Tobago.

What role the Embassy plays promoting Trinidad and

Tobago as a Tourist destination? Can the Diasporas
meaningfully work with the Government in promoting
Trinidad and Tobago as a tourist destination, with the
support and sponsorship of His Excellency? And, what
needs to be put in place to make participation by the
Diaspora a reality in moving forward?
Response from the Ambassador:

The Ambassador responded by thanking this delegation
representing the Trinidad and Tobago Diaspora in
North America for its visit. He expressed regrets for the
non-acceptance of the Diasporas by nationals and
lamented that it was not the first time the issue was

The Diaspora is aware of current initiatives with

brought to his attention. He gave a resounding YES to

respect to: The Caribbean heads of Government

working with the Diasporas and proceeded to outline

agreement and support for the establishment of

his vision and focus of growth for the Embassy, which

an Interim Tourism Working Group including the

were characterized as these four pillars:

Caribbean Tourism Organization, the Caribbean
Hotel and Tourism Association and the
Caribbean Tourism Development Company. But,

(1) Economic Diversification-sustainable diversity an
social power

the status of this initiative is unknown to the
Diasporas.

(2) Intellectual Power- using education and technology
to drive innovation

The Diaspora is also aware of a meeting of the
delegation of European Union Ambassadors with
the newly elected Chief Secretary of the Tobago
House of Assembly to discuss Tobago as a

(3) Diaspora Engagement- Utilizing the vast resources of
the diaspora, especially in Tourism Development

(4) Model of sustainable security for Trinidad and
Tobago– dealing with the crime situation.

tourism destination in the European market,
with emphasis on Eco-Tourism.
Some questions put to the Ambassador were:
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On the issue of security regarding Trinidad and

Ambassador to Washington DC as an opening salvo

Tobago, it was pointed out to the Ambassador

regarding the way forward with Trinidad and

that the Mayor of Baltimore was effectively

Tobago and its North American Diaspora.

involved in the Freddie Grey Riots in Baltimore
and that a meeting could be arranged between
himself and the Mayor on the topic of crime
and security. The Ambassador was very

Holmes presented a detailed 9 stage-by-stage
approach to Marketing Trinidad and Tobago’s
Tourism in the USA. These stages are listed below:

receptive to this and moved to facilitate its

happening.
Stage 1 – Targets and Metrics

The Ambassador placed focus on developing
ways and means through which the Diaspora

Stage 2 – Determine Needs and Value
Proposition

could work with his embassy. Among those
listed was having members of the Diaspora
serve on various Ambassadorial Advisory

Stage 3 – Technology and Personnel

Stage 4 – Logistics Survey

Committees.

POTENTIAL STAGES AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR MARKETING TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO’S TOURISM IN
THE USA PRESENTED TO THE TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO AMBASSADOR
TO WASHINGTON DC. BY WILL
HOLMES www.whcusa.com/will@whusa

Stage 5 – Define Marketing Plan

Stage 6 – Define Curriculum, Participants and
Delivery Methods

Stage 7 – Define Final Implementation Plan,
Metrics and Support Options

Stage 8 – Execute Implementation Plan

Mr. Will Holmes, a co-opted member of the
Trinidad and Tobago Diaspora through his

Stage 9 – Test, Refine and Support

brother who is married to a Trinidadian, and,
providing authentic link to the North
American Market by virtue of his vast
consultancy experience, presented the an

outline to the Trinidad and Tobago
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The Caribbean Returning Nationals Foundation
And Global Idea Synergy, LLC
The Caribbean Returning Nationals Foundation
(CRN) is another stalwart of the Caribbean
Diaspora in the North America.
ARLENE GRAHAM
Executive Director and Founder

A

rlene Graham is the Founder of
Caribbean Returning Nationals
Foundation and Global Idea Synergy,

LLC both organizations manage business
connections and opportunities between the
Caribbean region, diaspora and global
community. Ms. Graham is also a project

management expert for private and government
sector clients in the US, Europe, Dubai and the
Caribbean. She was one of the lead transition
managers working directly with senior directors
for seven agencies at the US Department of

speaker who teaches young girls problem

Defense and US Army Corp of Engineers design

solving skills to solve challenges in their

and construction teams to provide 1.7 million sq

immediate communities. Arlene is currently

ft of space to relocate over two thousand agency

writing a book for girls which teaches the art

staff to a new secure facility. Arlene also

of survival despite the challenges they face.

spearheaded the Eastern Mediterranean Security

(Courtesy CRN)

Conference – a multinational event featuring
American, Greek, and Turkish senior level
military officers, White House personnel and
diplomats. Ms. Graham attended City University
of New York, George Washington University and

Parsons School of Design. An international
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PIERRE HINES

Pierre Hines was born in the United States and is of Jamaican heritage. He is a business lawyer based in the Washington, D.C. office of
global law firm Jones Day, and he has previously interned at the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and for a federal judge.
Prior to attending law school, Pierre served as a Captain in the U.S.
Army, where he led an intelligence section of a Brigade Combat
Team and worked as assistant capability manager of an intelligence
IT program. Pierre received his B.S. from the U.S. Military Academy
at West Point and his J.D. from Georgetown University Law Center.
He enjoys sports and watching stand-up comedy.

PIERRE HINES
Economic Development

(Courtesy CRN)

HOW TO CONTACT CARIBBEAN RETURNING NATIONALS FOUNDATION
AND GLOBAL IDEA SYNERGY, LLC.

Call: 1-240-619-3922
dc@caribbeanreturningnationals.org
www.globalideasynergy.com.
Mail:
USA:
9103 Woodmore Centre Drive, #304,
Lanham,
Maryland 20706.
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO:
133 Cayenne Drive,
La Plata,
Valencia,
Trinidad & Tobago.
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THE CARIBBEAN
RETURNING NATIONALS
AND GLOBAL IDEA
SYNERGY, LLC FORUM
A SUMMARY OF THE BUSINESS NETWORKING FORUM ON US-CARIBBEAN
WORKING WITH THE CARIBBEAN DIASPORA HELD AT THE RUSSEL SENATE
BUILDING, CAPITOL HILL, WASHINGTON DC ON MARCH 22, 2017.
Photography by Joy Brathwaite Photo @joybphoto.

By Renwick G. James

Submitted by Mrs. Hyacinth James).

T

his forum was coordinated and
executed by Arlene Graham, a

Trinidadian and Founder/CEO of The Caribbean Returning Nationals Foundation
and Global Idea Synergy, LLC and Global
Idea Synergy, LLC.

Sir Ronald Sanders, Ambassador of Antigua and Barbuda to the United States and Permanent
Representative to The Organization of American States and Dr. Riyad Insanally, Ambassador of Guyana to
the United States and Permanent Representative to The Organization of American States (OAS) and
Chairman of the Caucus of Ambassadors were among those who addressed the forum.

Both Ambassadors bemoaned the lack of participation of the Diaspora in the development of their
respective countries and bridging the brain drain gap. They also expressed the hope that the respective
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governments and private sectors will be more
opened and welcoming to work with the Diaspora
on major projects instead of contracting with

(3) OECD requirements of having to
report on US nationals doing
business in the countries

expatriate companies. They proceeded to mention
some broad areas for such collaboration and

(4) The status of the surplus trade

participation and encouraged the Diaspora to take

relationship with the US,

the initiatives.

threatened by Trump’s
nationalistic agenda, as well as,

the renewal of the Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CBI)

(5) Convergence of Security strategies
Sir Ronald Sanders

between US and Caribbean
dealing with illicit drugs

They also called on the Diaspora to assist in

dealing with the challenges faced by these
smaller countries in engaging with the United
States, the greatest being:

(6) Ways and means to keep citizens
in their home states by providing
big opportunities.

(1) Bringing about changes in the
Corresponding Banking Relationship

which impede the extent to which
trade/ business transactions can be
executed in the United States

(2) Abolition of the Financial Action Task
force with IMF as enforcer
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A brief Q&A followed which addressed the
lack of accessibility of the Diaspora to work
with their respective countries, the
perceived disconnect of the Ambassadors
with the Diaspora and the reluctance and/
or lack of expediency of some Caribbean

countries to grant dual citizenship to their citizens living in the United States. Both Ambassadors agreed with
the issues raised and promised to assist wherever they can.
Two panel discussions followed, one
focusing on opportunities available to the
Caribbean business Diaspora with State
and Federal government of the host
country, while the other featured

presentations of success stories of
Diaspora entrepreneurs and some best
practice strategies that could be utilized by
other business owners.

The meeting ended after some direct questions were posed and answered by the panelists. My general
assessment was that the forum was excellent and needed to have another platform for on-going followup and networking. I also felt that other Ambassadors should be involved.
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Dr. Riyad Insanally, Guyana’s Ambassador to Washington DC.

I thank the Caribbean Returning Nationals Foundation for
organising this Forum and for inviting me to speak to you
this morning.
I wish to acknowledge the role of Representative Elliot Engel and Representative Ileana Ros-Lehtinen
in piloting the passage of the US-Caribbean Strategic Engagement Act of 2016 (HR 4939).
The CARICOM Caucus of Ambassadors in Washington, DC is appreciative of the bipartisan efforts in
Congress to pass the Act and fully supports the current efforts aimed at its implementation. I am
delighted to note that the Caribbean can promote bipartisanship in Congress.
CARICOM countries and the United States enjoy a long-standing, strong and mutually beneficial
relationship. We all want to see the relationship go from strength to strength. The Act provides new
In this respect, the CARICOM Caucus of
Ambassadors is particularly interested in
advancing discussions on the following areas:
Trade, Tourism and Economic Cooperation;
Energy; Security; and Immigration.

Trade, Tourism and Economic Cooperation


Courtesy Joy Brathwaite

The USA is the primary trading partner of all
CARICOM countries and has consistently
enjoyed significant trade surpluses with
CARICOM. In 2016, the US trade surplus with
the region was $4.6 billion. CARICOM is one
of the very few areas of the world with which
the US consistently enjoys a surplus. This
should be uppermost in any consideration of
the US economic relationship with CARICOM.
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CBERA and CBPTA, deriving from the 1983
Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI), are vital
elements in US economic relations with
Central America and the Caribbean as a whole.
We wish to see CBERA and CBPTA maintained
and enhanced, especially as the latter expires
in September 2020.



CARICOM is one of the most peaceful regions
in the world and is safe and open for
investment. Caribbean jurisdictions are often
referred to as tax havens. We are not tax
havens. Rather, CARICOM is a safe haven for
investment.



Four of the 14 CARICOM countries have
Bilateral Investment and Protection Treaties
(BITs) with the US. We need to promote the
signing of BITs between all our countries and
the US.



All CARICOM countries have Tax Information
Exchange Agreements (TIEAs) with the US for
automatic provision of tax information; and 12
of the 14 countries have signed InterGovernmental Agreements to comply with the
US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act
(FATCA). They are also in compliance with the
Recommendations of the Financial Action Task
Force on Anti-Money Laundering and CounterTerrorist Financing.



CARICOM countries offer generous incentives
to US investors, including tax holidays and full
repatriation of profits. We need to look at possibilities to strengthen collaboration in the area of tourism and increase investment in the
regional industry.



We believe that increasing overall levels of US
investment in CARICOM, which has already
proved to be mutually beneficial, will further
secure the relationship between our region
and the United States.
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Energy

Security



The Caribbean Energy Security Initiative (CESI)
is important in the context of diversifying the
region’s energy relations.





Our region is ideally positioned as a market
for US energy products and solutions

The Caribbean is regarded in the United States
as its Third Border. Our region and the United
States are inextricably linked when it comes to
our shared stability and security.



We would like to see a strengthening and
extension of the current Caribbean
Sustainable Energy Roadmap and Strategy (CSERMS), being implemented through the
State Department, with $1.2 million having
been allocated for technical assistance in
2016-18.



There is keen interest on our part to develop a
mutually reinforcing relationship with security
issues taking into consideration trade, finance,
economic,
energy,
development
and
education cooperation.



We note that an additional $800,000 has
been directed through USAID to managing the
Caribbean
Clean
Energy
Programme
(CARCEP), as part of a $14 million multi-year
regional programme, from 2015-2020, to
promote energy efficiency and integration of
renewables into energy grids.



We wish to maintain a strong partnership by
continuing to build on existing mechanisms
such as the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative
(CBSI), to build capacity in the region,
particularly with regard to our monitoring and
surveillance capabilities.



My own country, Guyana, is benefitting from
technical assistance facilitated by the State
Department to build capacity to manage our
emerging oil and gas industry.



We appreciate these efforts and suggest that
there is more scope for US cooperation and
investment and would welcome the
promotion of energy missions to the
Caribbean.
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Conclusion
An enhanced relationship between
CARICOM and the United States,
through the US-Caribbean Strategic
Engagement Act of 2016, would not only
redound to the benefit of both the USA
and our region but would also
contribute to hemispheric development
and security. As the Act clearly
contemplates, the special interests and
needs of the countries of the Caribbean
should not be subsumed by wider
polices towards the Hemisphere.

Immigration


With the US Administration focusing on
deporting illegal immigrants, particularly
those with criminal records, it is important
that every effort be made that those
identified for removal be entitled to due
process and that consideration be given to
assisting CARICOM countries with the
challenges of resettlement and reintegration
of deportees, many of whom will no longer
have familial ties or means of support in
their countries of origin.



Peace-loving and hard-working Diaspora
communities should be assured that they
will not be subject to discriminatory
practices.



The issue of illegal immigration should be
viewed as a shared problem, with the
exploration of joint approaches to stemming
the illegal flows and facilitating better
security structures, development, jobs and
opportunities in countries of origin.

The Act is a welcome and necessary vehicle for
advancing US-Caribbean economic cooperation,
as well as sending a valuable signal about the
strategic importance of our region.
We look forward to continued and more
structured engagement, especially through the
direct participation of the private sector and the
Caribbean Diaspora.
This is an excellent opportunity for a
conversation on the way forward. Let us make
the most of it.
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TOURISM

Conservation Can Start With One Bin
By Rosalind Harris

T

he serenity and beauty of ‘No Man’s Land’

Captured by its beauty (undoubtedly

remains indelible to anyone who has visited this

one of Tobago’s exquisite landmarks),

small stretch of uninhabited land, lapped by shallow

Adam Lacey, a Trinbagonian by birth,

crystal clear waters with its exquisite white sandy

living in the UK, taking a four month

palm fringed beach. Mistaken as an island, it is in fact

sojourn in Tobago, relished kayaking to

a ‘spit’ (landform) of white coral, accessible by boat,

the island with his wife, two to three

stretching out in front of the Bon Accord Lagoon and

times per week. Enjoying the early

mangrove wetlands.

morning tranquil sessions and perfect
snorkeling conditions before the arrival
of boat tours. A conservationist who
believes conservation can start from
humble beginnings, he enacted this
belief when he witnessed strewn
garbage on the island, deciding to
construct a bin made strictly from
recycled materials. The design and
construction became a collaborative
effort between himself, Keith Harris,
whose grandfather was born in Tobago
and who took early retirement from the
UK to live in Tobago and the
contributory support of ‘Sugar Lips’
Boat Tours who transported the bin to

the island.
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The three foot, sturdy, lidded bin was crafted

hills of landfilled garbage emitting noxious gas.

from salvaged pieces of mahogany; pitch

The corollary not far removed from reality by way

pine; plywood; Aluzinc with an angle iron

of laissez-faire attitudes and conduct.

base. Aesthetically conspicuous painted
with remnant blue, orange and earth-brown
paint, repeated in its artistic affixed plaque
caption ‘Please help us to take care of
Tobago’.

As with all societies, the future lies with the young
and education is fundamental to the way forward.
We should be exemplars with regards to
conservation, ensuring children do not witness
the discarding of empty plastic drink bottles out of

The caption corroborating The Tobago

car windows, or a day out at the beach leaving

House of Assembly

behind Styrofoam food containers, beer

(THA) ‘clean, green,

bottles or plastic bags (reliant on

safe, serene’ logo and

someone else clearing our litter).

motto, based on its

Children will be oblivious to the fact

commitment to

most plastic is non-biodegradable and

environmental

incapable of decomposing by bacteria

conservation. It is

or other living organisms. As parents

debatable however, how

we can make educating them a fun and

many people respect

bonding experience, whereby we

this premise or fully

accompany them by watching Disney

comprehend the
definition ‘conservation’
or ‘conservationist? The
former, ‘the action of

animations such as ‘WALL’E’,
Get on aboard the ‘Conservation
Cause’. Start your own home grown
conservation effort, no matter how
small, as the Adam Lacey and Keith
Harris examples demonstrate.

conserving something in

‘Happy Feet’, ‘Finding Nemo’, ‘Avatar
(though not strictly a children’s film)’.
Oftentimes the singing, dancing and
amazing computer-generated

particular, preservation, protection or

imagery (CGI) effects can distract from the heart

restoration of the natural environment and

of the story, but these films teach children about

wildlife. The latter ‘a person who advocate

the environment and our ultimate reliance on

or acts for the protection and preservation of

nature and human’s destructive nature. We

the environment and wildlife. Whether

should also be mindful of dumping unwanted

knowledgeable or not, most Tobagonians no

household items, especially old fridges which are

doubt claim fervent patriotism, which in fact

prone to emitting chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s)

encompass both principles of embracing

and hydro chlorofluorocarbons (HCFC’s), harmful

and demonstrating love and need to protect

to the ozone layer.

our homeland. Imagine this scenario - an
arid Tobago, with depleted fish stock and
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The Cabo Star replacing The Superfast Galicia docked at Scarborough (Picture courtesy Tobago House of Assembly)

Tobago is a remarkable island for Tourism! But,

During the first months of 2017, a

to transform from potential to reality, the right

problem of no small proportion overtook

things must be done!

Tobago with the eventual departure of

Today, Tobago is experiencing what can be

The Superfast Galicia from the all-

labeled: Troubles at Sea, on Land and in the Air.

important Seabridge. The problems

There are “manmade” matters which keep

presented by this departure were

getting between rich potential and substantive

compounded by abjectly poor

products. Tobago’s only means of connection

performances by two Fast Ferries which

with the outside world goes through Trinidad

move people between the two islands as

thus connection between Tobago and the rest of

another element of this Seabridge

the world depends totally on so-called Sea and

connector.

Airbridges between these two islands. Yet, after

Naturally, poor performances on the

more than one hundred years of a Union

Seabridge impose back-pressure on the

between the two, there are situations related to

already not too sturdy Airbridge - a

these two connector bridges which vary from fair

story with its own life especially in the

at the best of times to utterly despairing most of

context of Tourism. The issue is where

the time.
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of directors. In the meantime, the backdo these developments place Tobago, this
potentially remarkable tourism island?
While these developments are happening by
sea and by air, on the land Prime Minister
Rowley and Minister of Tourism Cudjoe find
themselves unavoidably caught between
devils, the deep blue sea and a situation
which remains very much up in the air. The
nation’s Tourism Development Company
(TDC) was announced set for immediate
closure by a Cabinet decision, thus placing
the government on a collision course with the
Communications Workers Union (CWU), the
union representing “soon to be retrenched”
workers of the TDC.
The government and the CWU are now
before the courts in a dispute with no clearly
defined endpoint or timeline. As of June 24,
2017, there was a hardball situation between

pressure on the Airbridge has been
exasperated by a “strike” of pilots plying
the route between Tobago and Trinidad.
One observation is that workers who have
been at the TDC for several years and are
now under threat of retrenchment, and the
members of the Port Authority’s old board

of directors which has been dismissed must
know something! As the song goes, what if
they choose to say nothing? How soon will
these matters be resolved?
All of this is being played out and
experienced by people at every stratum of
the Tourism Industry besides others to
whom these two connector bridges are of
daily importance.
The prevailing view is that Tobago’s
Tourism potential is currently on hold!

the government and the CWU regarding the
release of The Report upon which the
government made its decision to liquidate the
TDC. The CWU is resolute that it will pursue
this matter relentlessly.
Back on sea, the Prime Minister has
threatened probes into the Port Authority
which is responsible for operating the Seabridge. These threats come only a couple of
months after one board of director at the Port
was dismissed and replaced by a new board
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
RECEIVES PREMIUM EXPOSURE INTERNATIONALLY IN TOURISM
The world renowned world traveler and Tourism Destination Promoter Anthony Bourdain recently visited
Trinidad and Tobago. He later aired an episode of this visit on his CNN program Places Unknown.

Bourdain’s visit to Trinidad and Tobago was also covered by other media sources besides
CNN. Cailey Rizzo of Travel and Leisure featured snapshots and captions of Trinidad
scenes. A report by David S. Holloway, courtesy CNN, provides a very positive view of
Trinidad. Holloway mentions the island’s music and food among others in a very positive
light. Regarding Trinidad’s cuisine Holloway states, “Those who want to follow Bourdain’s path in Trinidad should be sure to check out the island’s food scene – it’s been
named one of the best in the Caribbean for foods”.
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T O B A G O
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AGAIN, COME DISCOVER ALL THAT
TOBAGO HAS FOR YOU
TO EXPERIENCE!!!

WEBSITE: WWW.TOBAGOVOICE.COM

